Harnessing the Power of Twitter While Combating Misinformation and Trolls: A Conversation with Josh Sharfstein and Joanne Kenen

Webinar #5 (Dec. 1, 2021): Watch the recording HERE
Please complete a webinar evaluation (JHED login required) HERE

Follow Dr. Josh Sharfstein @drJoshS
Follow Joanne Kenen @JoanneKenen

Links Shared in the Chat by Webinar Organizers

Local Dissemination:
- Johns Hopkins School of Nursing’s (JHSON) magazine: https://magazine.nursing.jhu.edu
- Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health’s (JHSPH) podcast, "Public Health On-call": https://publichealth.jhu.edu/headlines/public-health-on-call-podcast
- Global Health NOW (JHSPH): https://www.globalhealthnow.org

Considerations for Twitter as a Science Communication Strategy:
- Twitter for Scientists by Daniel S. Quintana, PhD (2020): https://t4scientists.com
- Follow conversations from the R³ISE Center (JHSPH) on Twitter: #R3ISEnetwork

Encountering Misinformation and Trolls on Twitter:
- Misinformation vs. Disinformation: https://www.businessinsider.com/misinformation-vs-disinformation?op=1
- What to do if you experience online harassment (iHollaback!): https://www.ihollaback.org/what-to-do-when-you-experience-online-abuse/

Being Productive for Science Engagements: Reaching Past the Noise & Calling People In:
- Reaching the Vaccine-Hesitant Young (Pulitzer Center with members of JHSPH): https://pulitzercenter.org/blog/give-it-your-best-shot-reaching-vaccine-hesitant-young
- Communication vs. Pontification: How to tell the difference (TED Masterclass): https://masterclass.ted.com/blog/communication-vs-pontification

Prepared by Jonathan J. Suen, AuD (Program Associate)